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7 European partners representing 
Sweden, Republic of Moldova, Italy, 

Greece, Ukraine and Spain will be 
working on inclusion and prevention of 

drop-out in
vocational education for the next 18 

months. 

Welcome to the third 
newsletter of

EQAVET-4-INCLUSION

Ali Rashidi presented a digital tool for self-
assessment of inclusiveness and drop-out
prevention in VET school-named Quick Scan,
its purpose. As a result of the Quick Scan tool
we can receive spider graphs of strong and
weak areas, which the school staff can
improve with our recommendations.

This project will develop a self-assessment tool for VET providers to measure the level of their
readiness for preventing drop-out as a part of their quality monitoring and continuous quality
improvement. The tool will be based on indicator 8 in EQAVET. Further we will elaborate the
training curriculum for all staff at VET providers regarding the inclusion of the tool in the quality
cycle of their school. This will enable a VET school to create a common understanding and
approaches to measures for the prevention of drop-out with regards to evaluation and review
of taken action.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1jHU9uva_i7El5wDUHrNgF6DsNElqPS8R/view
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The project continues, let's work together!

All partners were divided into 3 teams to deeply research and verify the accuracy of the statements
and provide specific information about each school. The teams analysed in depth all the statements
in their teams to make them as clear and understandable as possible to achieve the ultimate goal:
answers that will allow for a proper assessment of inclusiveness in each school and provide
appropriate recommendations.
The project is actively ongoing, the team is working! We are already looking forward to our fourth
transnational project meeting in Greece (Athens) in October 2023 to discuss the progress of the
project and future actions.

EQAVET Partners
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